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alar. On the lino M F 2 cm. from M, mark M\ Connect M* B 
by a slight curve.

Short Sleeves. — The vertical A 15 equals ■/-, bust 
measure, plus 3 cm. The horizontal A C Vio of the
same. On the line C A, 4 cm. from 0, mark G. On
the line B D, 4 cm. from B, mark E and on the line 
0 D 4 cm. from D mark F. Trace a dotted line from 
F to G, the depth of curve to the right of this line f
is 1 cm. Join E A also by a dotted line having the
same depth as the former, this curve should reach E 
the vertical A B, 1 cm. 5 mil. from the angle.
Connect E F by an oblique.

If desired longer, add to the right of rectangle a number of 
centimetres proportional to what is to be obtained ’i the length 
of sleeve. Nothing is changed to the left of the pattern.

TO OUT CHEMISE.

Take a piece of linen or cotton, whose leng'h should lie twice 
the total length of chemise, plus 10 cm. Fold the goods in two 
by putting the selvages together, then fold in the direction of 
the length in order that the shoulder may have no seam ; for 
the front, place the line G B of the pattern on the fold, and the 
Hue 1.1 even with the top. As the back is different from the 
front, slope it first taking one double of the goods, then slope 
the front Cut the arm hole and lilies ; if the goods is not wide 
enough the pieces left after cutting the sides are made even and 
joined to the bottom selvage to selvage by whipping Their 
seams will be a continuation of the side seam. The hem should 
be 4 cm. wide.

Sleeve.—Make A coincide with I so that the seam will be on 
the bias. Let E coincide with K of the arm-hole. The opening 
has a flap 15 cm. on the right side. The gathers on each side 
may be from 12 to 15 cm. whiie those in the back may be from 
22 to 25 cm. These should be in proportion to the length of 
neck-band which is measured on that part of the shoulder 
which it is destined to reach. Cut the band 4 cm. wide, half of 
the band less 3 cm. is allowed for the back, and the rest for the 
front. The gathers should not be on the shoulders.
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